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Optically Pumped Electron Spin Filter
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This paper reports the first experimental demonstration of an optically pumped electron spin fi
Unpolarized electrons produced in a cold-cathode discharge drift through a mixture of spin-polar
Rb and a nitrogen or helium buffer gas. Through spin-exchange collisions with the Rb, the drif
electrons become polarized along the optical pumping axis. We study the role of the buffer ga
both the optical pumping and the spin transfer to the free electrons. This spin filter produces ele
beams with currents and polarizations comparable to first-generation GaAs polarized electron so
[S0031-9007(99)09031-6]
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This Letter reports the experimental demonstration
a new kind of polarized electron source: an opticall
pumped electron spin filter. Polarized electrons are
indispensable probe of spin-dependent phenomena
many areas of physics [1–3], but they are difficult t
produce. State-of-the-art sources of polarized electro
use either photoemission from negative-electron-affini
GaAs (or variants of its basic structure) [3,4] or chem
ionization of optically pumped metastable Hep [5,6].
Both of these methods can yield average currents
the order of 100 mA with polarizations in excess of
70%. Unfortunately, such sources are technically an
operationally complex.

In our laboratory, we have been trying to develo
“turnkey” sources of polarized electrons, with fewe
operating constraints and greater simplicity than th
sources just mentioned. Until recently, we had viewed th
best candidate for a turnkey source to be one of the ty
developed by McCuskeret al. at Rice University in the
early 1970s [7], based on associative ionization of Hep. It
is different from the Hep source referred to above, in tha
the electrons are extracted directly from a He dischar
instead of being produced by chemi-ionization of th
flowing discharge afterglow. While the former design i
significantly simpler from the standpoint of mechanica
and vacuum engineering, the “flowing afterglow” sourc
produces much higher currents and electron polarizatio

We have attempted to improve the direct extractio
source by using newly developed LMA [8] and DBR
diode lasers [9] and an improved optical pumping schem
[10] to polarize the Hep. These efforts have been
unsuccessful [11]. The problem with the direct extractio
source is that it relies on having a discharge with
relatively high ratio of metastable atoms to ground
state atoms, a condition we were not able to achie
satisfactorily. The flowing afterglow source solves thi
problem, but at the expense of a significant increase
source complexity.

If, on the other hand, the primary electron-polarizin
collision mechanism involved ground-state atoms inste
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of excited ones, the problem would be eliminated. T
is the idea behind the device we discuss in this Letter
optically pumped Rb electron spin filter. Free electro
diffuse under the action of an electric field through
vapor that has been spin polarized by optical pump
Through spin-exchange collisions with the Rb, the f
electrons become polarized and are extracted to for
beam.

The use of spin-exchange collisions to polarize ens
bles of electrons is not a new idea. Faragoet al. [12] and
Krisciokaitis-Krisst et al. [13] developed pulsed source
of polarized electrons (with average currents,10210 A)
by directing beams of polarized Rb and H, respective
through electron traps. A spin filter is a more efficie
electron polarizer than the trap-beam configuration
cause angular momentum can be transferred to the sy
much more rapidly by optical pumping. Moreover, t
electron densities in a discharge are much higher tha
a trap, leading to correspondingly higher currents. Pr
ously, the optically pumped spin-filter concept has be
successfully used to polarize beams of cold neutron
collisions with oriented3He nuclei [14]. We also men
tion in this context the experiments of Drouhinet al. [15]
and Schönhense and Siegmann [16] in which low-cur
s&pA d beams of electrons have been polarized by p
sage through magnetized thin solid films.

For effective spin-exchange polarization,snRbl should
be of order unity, wheres is the spin-exchange cros
section fore2 2 Rb scattering. As a first estimate, o
can calculate the necessary Rb density,nRb , for a given
interaction path lengthl. If we consider electrons a
5 eV, thens ø 10215 cm2 [12]. Takingl  10 cm, this
corresponds tonRb ø 1014 cm23. Pure Rb vapor with
this density is optically thick and cannot be pumped
cause of radiation trapping and subsequent depolariza
[17]. Zeeman shifting of the Rb magnetic sublevels s
nificantly reduces absorption of depolarizing radiation,
magnetic fields of several kG are required fornRb ,
1014 cm23. A second alternative involves the use of N2 to
quench the excited Rb atoms during the optical pump
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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cycle to reduce emission of depolarizing radiation. Th
method has been used successfully in alkali spin-exchan
polarization of noble gases with N2 pressures of hundreds
of Torr [18–21]. The use of buffer gas at such pressur
poses another serious experimental challenge insofar
it is necessary to establish a well-defined beam of ele
trons and to bring it into an experimental chamber. E
timates of the N2-Rb quenching cross section, howeve
imply that significantly lower pressures of N2 might ade-
quately quench the Rb and lead to reasonable average
polarizations,PRb [20,22].

We studied the effect onPRb of N2 at pressures
below 200 Torr. Some results are shown in Fig. 1. Th
measurements were made in a stainless steel pipe
length L  15 cm with glass windows at both ends to
allow the entrance and exit of the optical pumping las
beam as well as a probe beam. The former was produc
by a standing-wave dye laser operating at 795 nm, theD1
transition for Rb. The data of Fig. 1 were taken with
laser pump power of 200 mW. Typically less than 50%
of this light was transmitted through the absorption ce
The wavelength selection of the dye laser was made sol
with a birefringent crystal in order to maintain a linewidth
wider than the broadened Rb absorption spectrum. A
attenuated 3 mW diode laser probe beam, detuned b
frequencyd from the RbD2 wavelengthl of 780 nm,
was used to measurenRb and PRb [18]. The pipe
contained a glass ampoule of Rb with a break-seal ste
the entire apparatus was heated to varynRb . Nitrogen of
variable pressure was introduced through a needle val
A longitudinal magnetic fieldB of up to 600 G could be
applied to the center of the pumping region.

At large detuning and strongB fields, the optical rota-
tion of linearly polarized light is dominated by the dia
magnetic Faraday effect. Measuring the optical rotatio
Df associated with this effect yields the density

nRb 
8psDfdd2

LGl2mBB
, (1)

whereG is theD2 natural linewidth, andmB is the Bohr
magneton. At smaller detunings and lowerB fields, the
optical rotation is dominated by the paramagnetic Farad
effect, and yields

PRb 
56psDfdd
3nRbLGl2 . (2)

From Fig. 1, it is apparent that whennRb ,
1014 cm23, N2 pressures in excess of 50 Torr ar
necessary for significant polarization, whereas Rb de
sities only a factor of 5 lower allow,70% polarization
with 15 Torr of buffer gas. AtnRb  3 3 1012 cm23,
the sample can be fully polarized at N2 pressures below
10 Torr, whereas the same density with no buffer g
would require a magnetic field of several kG for complet
polarization [17]. With a low field and no buffer gas
PRb at this density could not be pumped above 10%.
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We have made a numerical simulation of the optic
pumping process in the test cell, following the basic ide
of Tupa and Anderson [17] and Wagshul and Chup
[19,23]. The calculation takes into account the pump las
characteristics, cell geometry, effects of diffusion, buffe
gas quenching, and depolarizing collisions. We fin
qualitative agreement (see Fig. 1) with our experimen
results if the buffer gas inhibits diffusion to the walls
(where the Rb is assumed to be completely depolarize
and quenches the Rb. The quenching rate,R, of the
excited Rb atoms is taken to beR  3Gys3 1 PN2 d,
where PN2 is the nitrogen pressure in Torr [23]. The
diffusion coefficient for Rb in N2 is set at0.28 cm2ys
[20]. If either effect is “turned off” in the calculation, the
agreement with experiment becomes significantly worse

These preliminary experimental results and numeric
simulations, indicating that significant electron polariza
tion might be achieved with modest N2 and Rb densities,
encouraged us to build a first apparatus, shown in Fig.
It consists of a 2.75” Conflat® nipple with a glass window
at one end, attached to a noble gas optical electron
larimeter [24] at the other. As an electron source, we us
two coaxial electrodes to maintain a cold-cathode d
charge. The outer anode is generally held at ground, w
the cathode at several hundred volts. The intense, lig
emitting part of the discharge is ring shaped and is w
localized between the electrodes. The laser pump be
enters through the window, passes through the electro
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FIG. 1. Rb polarization (PRb) vs nitrogen buffer gas pressure
at various Rb vapor densities. A typical percentage statisti
uncertainty is indicated for the high pressure point. Systema
uncertainties in the polarization measurement can be gau
from the fact thatPRb exceeds unity in the low density data
Results of the numerical simulation for these conditions a
also shown with the solid line, dashed line, and dotted lin
corresponding to the circles, squares, and triangles, respectiv
4217
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and discharge ring, and is partially reflected by a co
per extraction aperture that is also electrically isolated.
longitudinal electric field of,20 Vycm established be-
tween the cathode and the extraction aperture drives
free electrons through the Rb/buffer mixture. As wit
the test cell,nRb can be controlled by heating the sourc
chamber. Nitrogen is admitted from a side port. The las
probe beam enters through the window and passes thro
the extraction aperture and the optical polarimeter befo
being detected by a photodiode. During use, the sour
tube is heated to,100 ±C. Under standard operating con
ditions, a 5g Rb ampoule lasts two or three weeks. A lo
gitudinal field of up to 600 G is applied to the source an
the entrance to the polarimeter.

The polarimeter chamber is made of Pyrex and
pumped with a 1000lys diffusion pump which maintains
the vacuum below1024 Torr. Electrons extracted from
the source are guided to a region where they collisiona
excite an effusive neon target. The Stokes parameters
radiation from the Ne2p53p3D3 state are measured with
an optical polarimeter, which views the collision regio
through the side of the chamber. The Stokes paramet
can then be used to determine the electron polarizati
[24]. We discovered that the extracted electron curren
were larger and more stable when the N2 pressure was
kept quite low. Figure 3 shows data for both Rb an
electron polarization taken with a N2 pressure of 0.4 Torr
as the laser power is varied. The appreciable electr
polarizations measured in these experiments surprised
given the low value ofnRb . We attribute the fluctuations
in both sets of polarization data to longitudinal mod
hopping of the 40-Ghz-wide pump laser.

The rather significant polarizations we observe, an a
most certain violation of Murphy’s law, are understand
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FIG. 2. Diagram of spin filter showing: (1) dc-discharge
cold cathode; (2) discharge anode; (3) discharge high-volta
feedthrough; (4) electrically isolated field plate and exit ape
ture; (5) Rb ampoule; (6) optical pumping radiation. A mag
netic field is applied to the entire apparatus.
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able in terms of the action of the buffer gas. In addition
quenching the excited states of the Rb during optical pum
ing and inhibiting wall depolarization by acting as a diffu
sion barrier, the nitrogen buffer gas appears to have ot
important benefits. First, considering a random walk, t
effective path lengthleff of the electrons through the buffe
gas increases from 10 cm (the cell lengthL) to L2yl̄ 
200 m, wherel̄ is the mean free path. This means mo
polarizing collisions can take place. Second, although c
lisional broadening of the absorption line at about 1 To
is negligible for optical thicknesses,1, the absorption
profile at high Rb densities broadens considerably w
a buffer gas [25]; we have measured its FWHM to b
much greater than 10 GHz forPN2  0.4 Torr. A wider
absorption profile allows more angular momentum to
transferred deeply into the Rb cell. Third, electron swar
experiments show that a buffer gas will thermalize h
electrons. At20 Vycm and 0.4 Torr of N2 the average
electron energy is roughly 1 eV [26]. Sinces rises rapidly
with decreasing electron energy [12], thermalization of t
discharge electrons dramatically improves spin-exchan
efficiency. The latter effect also means that the ener
spread of the emergent beam is reduced; Ne excitat
functions we have measured with the optical polarime
are consistent with energy spreads of about 1 eV FWH

In a final experiment, we tried He as a discharg
buffer gas. The results are shown in Fig. 4. We observ
that He discharges were more stable with the electro
geometry and voltages we used. This in combination w
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FIG. 3. Rb and electron polarization vs pump laser pow
with nRb  7 3 1011 cm23 and a nitrogen buffer pressure o
0.4 Torr. The extracted electron current is2 mA. Error bars
indicate statistical uncertainty only.
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FIG. 4. Electron polarization vs pump laser power wit
nRb  3 3 1012 cm23 and a helium buffer pressure of 2 Torr
The extracted electron current is between 4 and5 mA.

the fact that these data were taken when the laser w
unusually well behaved accounts for the rather “smoot
data set. One interesting aspect of these results is
both He and N2 yield comparable electron polarizations a
pressures of,1 Torr. This is not surprising in view of
the 3 Torr “cutoff” pressure for the N2 quenching rate,R.
All other advantages of the buffer gases remain. Note th
the electron polarization in the data set of Fig. 3 follow
the behavior ofPRb; the former cannot exceed the latter.

In summary, we have demonstrated for the first time
optically pumped electron spin filter. This device hold
promise for being a viable turnkey source of polarize
electrons. In a crude first version, it has produced electr
currents in excess of2 mA with 26% polarization and an
energy width#1 eV. This makes it comparable to typica
first-generation GaAs sources [4].
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